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Royal Audience

KABUL, Jan. 2.-An announcement from the Department of Royal Audiences states that the king granted the audience to a number of important officials, including the Chief of the Court and members of the Ministry of Public Works.

His Majesty Inspects Air Units In Jalalabad

KABUL, Jan. 2.-His Majesty the King inspected in Jalalabad yesterday a unit of air transport and air defence, which arrived ready to take off with a unit of parachute troops.

General Abdul Rashid, Commander in Chief of the Air, Lieutenant General Mohammad Amin, Commander of the Commando Troops, Commander of the Air, and Commander of the Troops of the Ministry of Defence.

Indonesia Threatens To Pull Out Of UN-If Malaysia Gets Security Council Seat

DIJAKARTA, Jan. 2. (AP)-Indonesia has threatened to withdraw from the United Nations if Malaysia becomes a member of the United Nations Security Council.

Sukarno, the Indonesian prime minister, has made the threat in New York on New Year's Day. The Indonesian government has made it clear it will not accept a situation in which Malaysia is represented at the United Nations.

Mister, the Indonesian foreign minister, has been quoted by the Associated Press as saying that if Malaysia is elected to the Security Council, Indonesia will withdraw from the United Nations.

The move has been condemned by the United Nations Security Council, which has refused to discuss the issue.

Pakistan Awaits Results Of Today's Presidential Election; Observers Expect Close Race

RAWALPINDI, Pakistan, Jan. 2. (AP)-A strange calm settled over Pakistan Friday on the eve of its first presidential election amid fears of bloodshed.

Whatever the outcome of the vote, the aide of both President Mohammad Ayub Khan and Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, said violence may erupt if its opponents believe the legitimacy of the country's largest nation.

In the dusty streets and bazaars, a lack of activity betrayed the tension of a politically weakened nation.

Ghafrar Khan Denies Making Anti-Pak

STATEMENT IN KABUL

KABUL, Jan. 2.-Khan Abdul Ghafrar Khan, the former Pakistani leader, on Friday, denied that he had any anti-Pakistan activity, a day after his appointment as President Ayub Khan of Pakistan.

Ghafrar, who left the West after his escape from Radio Pakistan, refused to say in which newspaper his anti-Pakistan activities had been published or which radio station or news agency had broadcast his statement.

Afghan Delegate Submits Maps To World Congress

KABUL, Jan. 2.-The Afghan delegate submitted maps to the World Congress after the congress rejected the maps of the iron deposits at Balkh, which were submitted by the Afghan government.

The congress, under the presidency of the President of Afghanistan, held its session on Thursday at the Afghan Congress in Kabul.

He declared that the maps of the northern and southern parts of the country, prepared on a scale of 1:100,000 respectively, were published by the Afghan government.

The maps were submitted by the Afghan government, and the congress, under the presidency of the President of Afghanistan, held its session on Thursday at the Afghan Congress in Kabul.

The 8-day Congress in New Delhi was attended by 2,000 delegates from different countries and scientific institutions.

Chile Accepts Dr. Majid As Ambassador

KABUL, Jan. 2.-The agreement of Chile accepting Dr. Majid as ambassador has been signed by the two countries.

The agreement, which was signed by the Chilean ambassador, was presented to the Chilean government, and it has been requested to be presented to the Chilean government.
Soviet Views On World Affairs

Every Step Counts On Way To Disarmament

BY M. KATRUK

New Delhi
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Co-operation Year

In addition to the many hopes that the world is facing in 1964, there is also the hope that the year 1964, like 1963, will be the year of co-operation between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. The hopes are great because it is possible that the U.S. and the Soviet Union can work together to solve some of the world's problems. However, it is also possible that the two countries may not be able to work together. The world is watching to see what happens.

The United States and the Soviet Union are not the only countries that are trying to work together. Many other countries are also trying to work together. The hope is that all countries will be able to work together.

The hope is that all countries will be able to work together to solve some of the world's problems. The hope is that all countries will be able to work together to make the world a better place.

The hope is that all countries will be able to work together to solve some of the world's problems. The hope is that all countries will be able to work together to make the world a better place.
Communists Arrested to Stop Peking-Backed Revolution, Says Indian Home Minister

THEIR aim was to destroy the stations located at Lal...

Dr. Khaliq Returns From Inspecting Weather Stations

KABUL, Jan. 3 (AP).—Dr. Abdul Karim Khaliq, chairman of the National Weather Correspondence Service, returned from a trip to inspect the weather stations in Kunduz.

New Year's Messages

KABUL, Jan. 3 (AP).—New Year's messages were exchanged with the world....

Rusk Says U.S. Ready to Get Out Of Vietnam If Hoanoi, Peking Stop Aggression

KABUL, Jan. 3 (AP).—U.S. Secretary of State, Henry A. Kissinger, held a meeting with Prime Minister, Madam Hoa Noi, and Premier, Chou En-lai, to discuss the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietnam. The agreement was reached earlier this year.

Nigerians Work On Compromise To Form Government

A joint meeting between the military and civilian leaders was held to discuss the formation of a new government in Nigeria. The meeting was attended by the military leaders, led by General Olusegun Obasanjo, and the civilian leaders, led by Tunde Buratai.

British World War Two

The British government has announced that it will commemorate the 70th anniversary of the end of World War II with a series of events throughout the country. The events will include speeches, parades, and concerts to honor the service of those who fought in the war.

Mars American Wheel to Arrive This Week

The Mars American Wheel, a spaceship designed to land on the surface of Mars, is scheduled to arrive on Earth this week. The mission aims to study the planet's geology and climate and to search for signs of past or present life.

USSR Supports Chinese Proposal

The Soviet Union has announced that it will support a Chinese proposal to hold a world summit on disarmament. The summit is scheduled to take place in Moscow in the coming weeks.

Saidan-Khore In Pakhtunistan

Jirga Meets At Saidan-Khore In Pakhtunistan

Three Jirgas Discuss Pakistanistan's Freedom

KABUL, Jan. 3 (AP).—Three jirgas were held in Pakhtunistan to discuss the issue of freedom. The jirgas were attended by representatives from various tribes and political groups.
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Ayub Khan Wins Election As President Of Pakistan

KABUL, Jan. 3 (AP).—Ayub Khan was elected as the new President of Pakistan. The election was held in the country's capital, Kabul.

Indonesians Continue Talking About Withdrawal From UN

The Indonesian delegation has been discussing the issue of withdrawing from the United Nations. The delegation has been in discussions with other countries to reach a consensus on the matter.

Baghlan Province Officials Discuss Tree Planting

The Baghlan Province government has announced that it will hold a tree-planting ceremony to mark the beginning of the new year. The ceremony will be held in the province's capital, Pul-e-i-Dam.

U.S. Reports Spotted Plate Missing In Vietnam

A U.S. report has confirmed that a spotted plate, which was missing in Vietnam, has been found. The report has been sent to the Department of Defense for further investigation.

From Inspecting Weather Stations

KABUL, Jan. 3 (AP).—A joint meeting was held between the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Education to discuss the need for improving agriculture and education in the country.

The Moscow Foreign Correspondence Service, 1200, POB 194, Moscow, was established in 1968. It aims to promote cultural and scientific exchange between Moscow and the rest of the world. The service has a branch in Kabul, where it is based.